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The city declares her integrity and confidence:
i The Maiden City is my name^
well kent in ever}- land,
I trust the heavenly Christ will aid
me with His mighty hand'.
This confidence, circulated on a flying-leaf in 1629 when Tilly was
pressing his siege, greatly intensified the city's resistance. The
metaphor could be used of other towns also, though without the
paronomasia, as for Stralsund when besieged by Wallenstein in
1628, Fine as they are, they lack the specific magic of the Castilian
Abendmar, in which a political statement is transmuted into the
purest poetry.
The quantity of ballads does not diminish with the Thirty Years'
War, though the quality is lower. The storm broke amid lampoons
on Cardinal Esel, with jibes about Esel 'donkey'. The farcical reign
of the 'Winter King' in 1618 gave cause for Imperialist laughter,
and the death of the first Protestant leader, Mansfeldt, was finely
lamented (Arnold i, p. 188). A quinquennium of Imperialist
triumphs lies behind the heroic Stralsund and the tragic lament for
Madgeburg: a bitter Consolation for the pitiful slaughter of many
thousand Christians in Magdeburg (1631). The stages of the Protes-
tant counter-attack—Leipzig, Breitenfeld, and Liitzen—are duly
recorded in songs, together with the death of Wallenstein. Other
pieces express the lawlessness of the times, the abasement of the
coinage, the destitution of the soldier}7 and of the peasants. The
close of the war left the land exhausted but not at peace. The
Swedes terrified northern districts until the Great Elector crushed
them at Fehrbellin, on which there is a ballad. Oxenstjerna was a
bogy who would make children pray, and
The Swedes are here,
they've swept all clear,
the windows they've shaken,
the lead they've taken,
and bullets have got
and peasants have shot.
Yet one poet, writing of the peace of Saint Germain en Laye in
1679, had the courage to say:
All signs cannot deceive us,
some day brings happier lot.

